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Abstract. Quantum Secure Multiparty Computation (QSMC) is a technology
that takes the advantage of quantum features allowing multiple parties to com-
municate in a secure and efficient manner while preserving their privacy. Using
QSMC technology, we implement a collision warning use case in which vehicles
can freely broadcast information while preserving the privacy of their confiden-
tial data. We integrate two quantum technologies namely Quantum Key Distri-
bution (QKD) and Quantum Oblivious Key Distribution (QOKD) with the Mali-
cious Arithmetic Secure Computation with Oblivious Transfer (MASCOT) proto-
col to implement a secure and efficient QSMC platform. This quantum approach
significantly improves efficiency and security when we compare it with the clas-
sical implementation as both used quantum technologies (QKD and QOKD) are
robust against quantum computer attacks.

1. Introduction
Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) could enable Vehicle-to-everything (V2X) com-
munications such that multiple parties can cooperate while no information about their
private inputs is revealed to the other parties. However, classical SMC usually is based
on public key infrastructures that tend to be inefficient and insecure in the presence of
quantum computers. We propose a Quantum Secure Multiparty Computation (QSMC)
framework for collision warning in vehicular networks that can operate efficiently and
securely even when a malicious party has access to a powerful quantum computer.

The concept of SMC was first introduced by Andrew Yao in the 1980s [Yao 1982].
In [Keller et al. 2016], the OT-based MASCOT multiparty protocol that realizes secure
computation of arithmetic circuits over finite fields with a dishonest majority was pre-
sented in a preprocessing model. Despite the progress made in this area, SMC has
seldom been used in practice as the proposed protocols were too slow for practical
applications [Lemus et al. 2020]. To overcome classical SMC problems, researchers
proposed quantum-based protocols to increase efficiency and security. In 1984, Ben-
net and Brassad proposed a Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) protocol, called the



BB84 in which symmetric keys are distributed between two parties and the informa-
tion is encoded using polarized photons. A significant property of the QKD is that an
eavesdropper trying to measure a quantum state must introduce detectable perturbations
[Bennett and Brassard 2014]. Later in [Lemus et al. 2020], the Quantum Oblivious Key
Distribution (QOKD) protocol was introduced to implement Quantum Oblivious Trans-
fer (QOT) and consequently QSMC. One of the most significant usages of QSMC is
in vehicular networks applications [Lee and Atkison 2021]. Although vehicular network
services have already brought huge convenience to people’s lives, they face urgent se-
curity challenges. SMC is one of the important methods to solve the privacy protection
problems in vehicular networks as it guarantees the privacy of users’ inputs and outputs.
In [Song et al. 2018], an anonymous authentication scheme based on SMC is proposed
in which the solution theory of linear equations systems and the oblivious transfer theory
are employed. In [Popa et al. 2009], a system that can be used for toll collection, speed
ticket generation, and insurance premium computation is developed. We develop a secure
and efficient QSMC platform robust against quantum computer attacks, to implement a
collision warning use case in vehicular networks. To this end, we integrate the proposed
quantum technologies (QOK, QOKD, and QOT) with the MASCOT multiparty protocol.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we provide an overview of the
MASCOT protocol as well as the proposed quantum technologies. Afterward, we de-
velop a collision warning use case in a vehicular network by integrating the QKD and
QOKD with the MASCOT multiparty protocol in Section 3. In section 4, we present our
quantitative results. Finally, we dedicate section 5 to the conclusion.

2. Framework Overview
Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed collision warning use case. We leverage
the MASCOT [Keller et al. 2016] protocol alongside quantum technologies to realize
quantum-based multiparty communication in our network. In the following section, we
first discuss that the original MASCOT protocol is not secure if the malicious party has ac-
cess to powerful quantum computational resources. Therefore, we introduce the quantum
technologies (QOK, QOKD, and consequently QOT) to be integrated with the MASCOT
multiparty protocol, and finally use it in the proposed vehicular collision scenario.

2.1. MASCOT Multiparty Protocol
The MASCOT protocol [Keller et al. 2016] is implemented through MP-SPDZ frame-
work [Keller 2020] which is a versatile framework to benchmark various multiparty com-
putation protocols. In this work, we take advantage of the MASCOT protocol to perform
secure computation for a collision warning use case in a vehicular network. The MAS-
COT protocol evaluates the desired function f that is represented as an arithmetic circuit
with a malicious adversary. To perform the circuit computation, MASCOT uses an OT
protocol based on [Chou and Orlandi 2015]. The security of MASCOT heavily relies on
the security of the used the OT protocol. However, most classical OT implementations
are inefficient, which precludes the practical use of OT-based applications. Therefore, the
use of a secure and efficient QOT protocol is essential to meet the requirements of QSMC
applications. To integrate quantum technologies with MASCOT protocol, we substitute
the OT protocol used in MASCOT with QOKD, and consequently the QOT protocols
proposed in [Lemus et al. 2020]. In the following, we explain these quantum-based tech-
nologies.



Figure 1. Overview of the proposed collision warning use case in a vehicular
network equipped with a quantum technologies (QKD and QOKD). The right-hand
side figure shows a collision event where each party sends its inputs namely
the location (Xi), and the collision report (0 for no collision is seen, and 1 for
collision is seen) to the MASCOT protocol. We obtain the circuit from a function
(|Xc −Xi|) that computes the distance of each party to the collision location Xc.
Finally, each party receives two outputs from the MASCOT protocol, indicating
the collision location and distance from the collision location (i.e. (Xc, di)), while
parties’ input data remains private and secure. QOT and QOKD stand for the
quantum technologies that insures the communications between the parties.

2.2. Quantum Key Distribution
To insure the communication between parties, we have to encrypt the data, which is com-
monly performed by the well-known cryptography tools (e.g. AES) that use symmet-
ric keys, known by both parties. In [Bennett and Brassard 2014] proposed the quantum-
based BB84 algorithm in which the symmetric keys are distributed between two parties.
Quantum symmetric keys are identical sequences of bit streams distributed among parties
in a way that both parties have access to the same keys. A significant property of this pro-
tocol is that a malicious entity can not measure a quantum state without introducing any
perturbation to it. This property is known as no-cloning feature in quantum mechanics,
which insures communication between parties.

2.3. Quantum Oblivious Key Distribution
In [Lemus et al. 2020] a QOKD protocol that generates and distributes oblivious keys is
suggested. Oblivious Keys are a sequence of asymmetric keys, in which one of the parties
(Alice) knows all the keys while the other (Bob) only knows half of the keys and Alice gets
no information about which keys are known to Bob. Quantum oblivious keys allow the
implementation of a fast and secure Quantum Oblivious Transfer (QOT) protocol in which
a transmitter sends a small part of the information, but it remains oblivious to the receiver
which piece has been transferred. We integrate QOT protocol with MASCOT multiparty
protocol to compute the desired circuit gate by gate and perform secure communication
among the parties.

3. Collision Warning Use Case
Road crashes represent a serious issue in vehicular networks and are one of the main
causes of death. Using the developed QSMC platform, we implement a collision warning



Figure 2. Network design of the QSMC framework for collision warning use case.

use case that enables multiple vehicles to cooperate freely while preserving the privacy
of drivers’ confidential data. When a collision is observed, a vehicle can freely broadcast
information about this critical situation to other approaching vehicles. In the collision
warning application each party has the two following inputs:

• Vehicle private location Xi

• A Boolean value bi representing the observation of the collision (0 represent no
accident observation and 1 represents the observation of the collision)

When a collision is observed a driver changes the Boolean value to 1 and subsequently
the protocol is activated. The goal is to compute the distance of each vehicle from the
collision location. To do so, We define a distance function |Xc − Xi| in which Xc is
the collision location and Xi is the location of the i-th vehicle. The designed function
is then converted to an arithmetic circuit and is fed to the MASCOT protocol alongside
the inputs of each vehicle. Afterward, each party receives the following outputs from the
QSMC platform:

• Location of the accident Xc.
• The distance of each vehicle from the place of accident (di).

It is important to notice that the parties’ private information (private location) is not re-
vealed to the other parties. Figure 2 is a pictorial representation of the network design
of the use case. Moreover, the implementation steps for collision warning use case is
explained in protocol 1.

4. Results and Discussion
The minimum delay in processing the data in a network connection is known as low la-
tency. A real-time system has a low latency close to zero milliseconds. However, reaching
such systems in multiparty communication is not trivial as each block in the QSMC sys-
tem imposes some delays to compute or transfer the data. As a rule of thumb, a latency
lower than 100ms is known to be good while a latency lower than 50 ms is very good.



Protocol 1 Collision Warning
Parameters: Integers l, r < l/2, a holistic hash function family as F on {0, 1}r.
Inputs: Alice receives the string m0 and m1 ∈ {0, 1}r. Bob receives a bit b.

QOKD phase:
Call the QOKD service: QOKD uses oblivious key (k, (k, x)) with length l.
QOKD sends k to Alice and sends k, x to Bob.

QOT phase:
1. Bob specifies two sequences I0 = {i|xi = 0} and I1 = {i|xi = 1}. Bob sends the

ordered pair (Ib, Ib⊕1) to Alice.
2. Alice samples two has functions f0, f1 ∈ F and then sends (s0, s1) to Bob. Here,

si = mi ⊕ fi(k|Ib⊕i).
3. Bob calculates the outputs mb = sb ⊕ fb(k|I0).

MASCOT phase:
1. The generated QOTs are fed to the MASCOT protocol.
2. The collision circuit is generated for the desired function.

Collision warning phase:
The following inputs are used to calculate the circuit and final outputs are sent to
each vehicle:

• Inputs: Xi the private location of vehicle; the bool bi with value 0 for no
collision observation, and 1 for collision occurrence

• Outputs: place of the collision Xc; distance from the place of collision di

We evaluate our system and analyze the execution time of the functions and ex-
ecutions the parties are performing in a simulation. The low latency is important in the
proposed QSMC-based collision warning platform because the vehicles need to take im-
mediate action when a collision is reported to avoid chain collisions and heavy traffic
jams. Table 1 shows the performance of our platform when different numbers of par-
ties are communicating at the same time. As it can be seen, when the number of parties
increases from 3 to 10, the computational cost grows from 1± 0.04 ms to 5± 0.03 ms.

The level of security of the proposed platform is another aspect to consider. As
mentioned before, no-cloning theorem indicates the impossibility of duplicating a quan-
tum state. In fact, our QSMC platform generates the symmetric and asymmetric keys
using the no-cloning feature which guarantee the security of our system.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a collision warning use case in vehicular networks that is based
on quantum secure multiparty communication. We defined a computational function that
measures the distance of the vehicles from the collision event. Then, we represent the
function as an arithmetic circuit and feed it to a multiparty communication protocol (i.e.
MASCOT). Further, to enhance the security of the MASCOT protocol, we use two quan-
tum technologies (QKD and QOKD) instead of classical approaches. Our platform was
proven to be secure and efficient with low latency for collision reports.



Table 1. Evaluation of latency, amount of sent data in megabytes, and number of
rounds of the QSMC platform when the number of parties increases.

#Parties Data sent (MB) #Rounds Computation time (ms)
3 0.05 32 1± 0.04
5 0.1 64 2± 0.02

10 0.2 144 5± 0.03
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